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culture is strictly a human phenomenon. But this book reveals cultures of
other-than-human beings in some of Earth’s remaining wild places. It
shows how if you’re a sperm whale, a scarlet macaw, or a chimpanzee,
you too come to understand yourself as an individual within a particular
community that does things in specific ways, that has traditions.
Alongside genes, culture is a second form of inheritance, passed through
generations as pools of learned knowledge. As situations change, social
learning—culture—allows behaviors to adjust much faster than genes can
adapt. Becoming Wild brings readers into intimate proximity with various
nonhuman individuals in their free-living communities. It presents a
revelatory account of how animals function beyond our usual view.
Safina shows that for non-humans and humans alike, culture comprises
the answers to the question, “How do we live here?” It unites individuals
within a group identity. But cultural groups often seek to avoid, or even
be hostile toward, other factions. By showing that this is true across
species, Safina illuminates why human cultural tensions remain
maddeningly intractable despite the arbitrariness of many of our
differences. Becoming Wild takes readers behind the curtain of life on
Earth, to witness from a new vantage point the most world-saving of
perceptions: how we are all connected.
Where the Red Fern Grows - Wilson Rawls 2016-05-03
For fans of Old Yeller and Shiloh, Where the Red Fern Grows is a beloved
classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best
friend. This special edition includes new material, including a note to
readers from Newbery Medal winner and Printz Honor winner Clare
Vanderpool, a letter from Wilson Rawls to aspiring writers, original
jacket artwork, and more. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but
two dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two
pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It’s true that
times are tough, but together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon
Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories
of their great achievements spread throughout the region, and the
combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer
will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined
hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of
despair. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s
Novel, School Library Journal A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR A Great
American Read's Selection (PBS) Winner of Multiple State Awards Over
14 million copies in print! “A rewarding book . . . [with] careful, precise
observation, all of it rightly phrased....Very touching.” —The New York
Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . .
Any child who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional
book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for the last 40plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and
adventure you’ll never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of
unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling
and sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a
passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his two
hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a little misty.”
—The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the
film adaptation
Zoo of Emotions - Teneisha R. S. Jones 2015-12-08
Zoo of Emotions is a read-aloud illustrated children's book that teaches
simple and complex emotions using the alphabet, rhythmic prose and
colorful illustrations. By combining kid-friendly artwork, roll-off-thetongue rhymes, and a fun exploration of the alphabet, Zoo of Emotions is
set to become a favorite bedtime classic.
The Light in the Forest - Conrad Richter 2013-08-07
An adventurous story of a frontier boy raised by Indians, The Light in the
Forest is a beloved American classic. When John Cameron Butler was a
child, he was captured in a raid on the Pennsylvania frontier and adopted
by the great warrrior Cuyloga. Renamed True Son, he came to think of

They Cage the Animals at Night - Jennings Michael Burch 1985-10-01
The heartbreaking, iconic true story of an abandoned little boy’s horrific
journey through the American foster care system. On a misty evening in
Brooklyn, Jennings Michael Burch’s mother, too sick to care for him, left
her eight-year-old son at an orphanage with the words, “I’ll be right
back.” She wasn’t. Shuttled through a bleak series of foster homes,
orphanages, and institutions, Jennings never remained in any of them
long enough to make a friend. Instead, he clung to a tattered stuffed
animal named Doggie, his sole source of comfort in a frightening world.
Here, in his own words, Jennings Michael Burch reveals the abuse and
neglect he experienced during his lost childhood. But while his
experiences are both shocking and devastating, his story is ultimately
one of hope—the triumphant tale of a forgotten child who somehow
found the courage to reach out for love, and found it waiting for him.
Stuff You Should Know - Josh Clark 2020-11-24
From the duo behind the massively successful and award-winning
podcast Stuff You Should Know comes an unexpected look at things you
thought you knew. Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant started the podcast Stuff
You Should Know back in 2008 because they were curious—curious
about the world around them, curious about what they might have
missed in their formal educations, and curious to dig deeper on stuff they
thought they understood. As it turns out, they aren't the only curious
ones. They've since amassed a rabid fan base, making Stuff You Should
Know one of the most popular podcasts in the world. Armed with their
inquisitive natures and a passion for sharing, they uncover the weird,
fascinating, delightful, or unexpected elements of a wide variety of
topics. The pair have now taken their near-boundless "whys" and "hows"
from your earbuds to the pages of a book for the first time—featuring a
completely new array of subjects that they’ve long wondered about and
wanted to explore. Each chapter is further embellished with snappy
visual material to allow for rabbit-hole tangents and
digressions—including charts, illustrations, sidebars, and footnotes.
Follow along as the two dig into the underlying stories of everything
from the origin of Murphy beds, to the history of facial hair, to the
psychology of being lost. Have you ever wondered about the world
around you, and wished to see the magic in everyday things? Come get
curious with Stuff You Should Know. With Josh and Chuck as your guide,
there’s something interesting about everything (...except maybe
jackhammers).
The Night Circus - Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two starcrossed magicians engage in a
deadly game of cunning in the spellbinding novel that captured the
world's imagination. • "Part love story, part fable ... defies both genres
and expectations." —The Boston Globe The circus arrives without
warning. No announcements precede it. It is simply there, when
yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is
an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called
Le Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes,
a fierce competition is underway: a duel between two young magicians,
Celia and Marco, who have been trained since childhood expressly for
this purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to them both,
this is a game in which only one can be left standing. Despite the high
stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a
domino effect of dangerous consequences, and leaving the lives of
everyone, from the performers to the patrons, hanging in the balance.
Becoming Wild - Carl Safina 2020-04-14
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2020 "In this superbly
articulate cri de coeur, Safina gives us a new way of looking at the
natural world that is radically different."—The Washington Post New
York Times bestselling author Carl Safina brings readers close to three
non-human cultures—what they do, why they do it, and how life is for
them. A New York Times Notable Books of 2020 Some believe that
they-cage-the-animals-at-night-the-true-story-of
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himself as fully Indian. But eleven years later his tribe, the Lenni Lenape,
has signed a treaty with the white men and agreed to return their
captives, including fifteen-year-old True Son. Now he must go back to the
family he has forgotten, whose language is no longer his, and whose
ways of dress and behavior are as strange to him as the ways of the
forest are to them.
They Cage the Animals at Night - Jennings Michael Burch 2009-02-20
Left by his incapacitated mother at a Catholic orphanage in Brooklyn,
Burch describes his unhappy life as a foster child, experiences as a
runaway, struggle for survival, growth of self-reliance, and triumph over
loneliness. Reissue.
Good Night, Gorilla - Peggy Rathmann 1994-04-13
A must have classic for all baby bedtimes and gifting opportunities. Good
night, Gorilla. . . Good night, Elephant. . . It's bedtime at the zoo, and all
the animals are going to sleep. Or are they? Who's that short, furry guy
with the keys in his hand and the mischievous grin? Sneak along behind
the zookeeper's back and see who gets the last laugh in this riotous
good-night romp. The new generous trim size of every toddler's favorite
book is even easier to share. With a warm, funny author's note
highlighting how much this book has meant to kids and families since it
was first published and some clever new details hidden in the
illustrations, Good Night, Gorilla is the perfect gift for new babies as well
as fans young and old. Look for Peggy Rathmann's other lively favorites
10 Minutes Till Bedtime and The Day the Babies Crawled Away.
On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous - Ocean Vuong 2021-06-01
An instant New York Times Bestseller! Longlisted for the 2019 National
Book Award for Fiction, the Carnegie Medal in Fiction, the 2019 Aspen
Words Literacy Prize, and the PEN/Hemingway Debut Novel Award
Shortlisted for the 2019 Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Winner of
the 2019 New England Book Award for Fiction! Named one of the most
anticipated books of 2019 by Vulture, Entertainment Weekly, Buzzfeed,
Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe, Oprah.com, Huffington Post, The A.V.
Club, Nylon, The Week, The Rumpus, The Millions, The Guardian,
Publishers Weekly, and more. “A lyrical work of self-discovery that’s
shockingly intimate and insistently universal…Not so much briefly
gorgeous as permanently stunning.” —Ron Charles, The Washington Post
Poet Ocean Vuong’s debut novel is a shattering portrait of a family, a
first love, and the redemptive power of storytelling On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a son to a mother who cannot read.
Written when the speaker, Little Dog, is in his late twenties, the letter
unearths a family’s history that began before he was born — a history
whose epicenter is rooted in Vietnam — and serves as a doorway into
parts of his life his mother has never known, all of it leading to an
unforgettable revelation. At once a witness to the fraught yet undeniable
love between a single mother and her son, it is also a brutally honest
exploration of race, class, and masculinity. Asking questions central to
our American moment, immersed as we are in addiction, violence, and
trauma, but undergirded by compassion and tenderness, On Earth We’re
Briefly Gorgeous is as much about the power of telling one’s own story as
it is about the obliterating silence of not being heard. With stunning
urgency and grace, Ocean Vuong writes of people caught between
disparate worlds, and asks how we heal and rescue one another without
forsaking who we are. The question of how to survive, and how to make
of it a kind of joy, powers the most important debut novel of many years.
Named a Best Book of the Year by: GQ, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, Library
Journal, TIME, Esquire, The Washington Post, Apple, Good
Housekeeping, The New Yorker, The New York Public Library, Elle.com,
The Guardian, The A.V. Club, NPR, Lithub, Entertainment Weekly,
Vogue.com, The San Francisco Chronicle, Mother Jones, Vanity Fair, The
Wall Street Journal Magazine and more!
The Night You Were Born - Wendy McCormick 2000
As he waits at home with his aunt for his baby sister to be born at the
hospital, a young boy hears what his aunt did while waiting for him to be
born.
Animals Make Us Human - Temple Grandin 2009
Drawing on the latest research and her own work, Grandin identifies the
core emotional needs of animals and explains how to fulfill them for dogs
and cats, horses, farm animals, and zoo animals.
Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of Nimh - Robert C. O'Brien 2021-06-01
Some extraordinary rats come to the aid of a mouse family in this
Newbery Medal Award–winning classic by notable children’s author
Robert C. O’Brien. Mrs. Frisby, a widowed mouse with four small
children, is faced with a terrible problem. She must move her family to
their summer quarters immediately, or face almost certain death. But her
youngest son, Timothy, lies ill with pneumonia and must not be moved.
they-cage-the-animals-at-night-the-true-story-of

Fortunately, she encounters the rats of NIMH, an extraordinary breed of
highly intelligent creatures, who come up with a brilliant solution to her
dilemma. And Mrs. Frisby in turn renders them a great service.
Wild Ones - Jon Mooallem 2014-05-27
A Pop Up writer and contributor to several prestigious magazines tracks
the dynamic relevance of America's animals throughout history to
illuminate the current world's extinction threats, tracing his tour of
environmental regions with his young daughter to trace the conservation
efforts of such species as the polar bear and the whooping crane.
The Midnight Zoo - Sonya Hartnett 2011-09-13
Master storyteller Sonya Hartnett crafts a magical and moving fable
about war and redemption . . . and what it means to be free. When the
Germans attack their Romany encampment during World War II, Andrej
and his younger brother, Tomas, flee through a ravaged countryside
under cover of darkness, guarding a secret bundle. Their journey leads to
a bombed-out town, where the boys discover a hidden wonder: a zoo
filled with creatures in need of hope. Like Andrej and Tomas, the
animals--wolf and eagle, monkey and bear, lioness and seal, kangaroo
and llama-- have stories to share and a mission to reclaim their lives.
When the Emperor Was Divine - Julie Otsuka 2007-12-18
From the bestselling, award-winning author of The Buddha in the Attic,
this commanding debut novel paints a portrait of the Japanese
incarceration camps that is both a haunting evocation of a family in
wartime and a resonant lesson for our times. On a sunny day in Berkeley,
California, in 1942, a woman sees a sign in a post office window, returns
to her home, and matter-of-factly begins to pack her family's possessions.
Like thousands of other Japanese Americans they have been reclassified,
virtually overnight, as enemy aliens and are about to be uprooted from
their home and sent to a dusty incarceration camp in the Utah desert. In
this lean and devastatingly evocative first novel, Julie Otsuka tells their
story from five flawlessly realized points of view and conveys the exact
emotional texture of their experience: the thin-walled barracks and
barbed-wire fences, the omnipresent fear and loneliness, the unheralded
feats of heroism. When the Emperor Was Divine is a work of enormous
power that makes a shameful episode of our history as immediate as
today's headlines. Don’t miss Julie Otsuka’s new novel, The Swimmers,
coming in February 2022!
The Midnight Club - Jim Howes 2006
An anthology of short stories with beautiful illustrations throughout. On
certain nights, when the hands on the big old clock in the animal hospital
approach midnight, something changes. As the clock strikes out the
twelve chimes, each and every animal in every cage, in every ward, is
ready. When the last chime echoes through the dark hallways, all the
animals sit up. The building seems to hold its breath. Then all the locks
on the cages click and the doors swing open. Without a sound, the
animals gather outside for the meeting of The Midnight Club. None of
them knows who will be tonight's storyteller. They only know that the
stories they share are important. They need to be told every night, at
midnight, when the big clock in the meeting room strikes twelve. At the
start and end of each story there is a ritual that signals the rights of
animals to hope for and receive the basic things needed for a safe and
contented life.
Only the Animals - Ceridwen Dovey 2015-09-15
Perhaps only the animals can tell us what it is to be human The souls of
ten animals caught up in human conflicts over the last century and
connected to both famous and little-known writers in surprising ways tell
their astonishing stories of life and death. In a trench on the Western
Front, a cat recalls her owner Colette's theatrical antics in Paris. In Nazi
Germany, a dog seeks enlightenment. A Russian tortoise once owned by
the Tolstoys drifts in space during the Cold War. During the Siege of
Sarajevo, a starving bear tells a fairy tale. And a dolphin sent to Iraq by
the U.S. Navy writes a letter to Sylvia Plath. Exquisitely written, playful,
and poignant, Ceridwen Dovey's Only the Animals is a remarkable
literary achievement by one of our brightest young writers. An animal'seye-view of humans at our brutal, violent worst and our creative,
imaginative best, it asks us to find our way back to empathy not only for
animals but for other people, and to believe again in the redemptive
power of reading and writing fiction.
Night Animals - Gianna Marino 2017-09-05
A bedtime picture book favorite now available as an adorable board
book! Something’s out there in the dark! First Possum hears it. Then
Skunk. Then Wolf comes running. “What could it possibly be?” asks Bat.
“Night Animals!” the animals declare. “But you are night animals,” Bat
informs this not-so-smart crew. Children will love the oh-so-funny
animals in this twist on a cozy bedtime book.
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The Professor in the Cage - Jonathan Gottschall 2016-03-15
"When a mixed martial arts (MMA) gym moves in across the street from
his office, Jonathan Gottschall sees a challenge, and an opportunity.
Pushing forty, out of shape, and disenchanted with his job as an adjunct
English professor, part of him yearns to cross the street and join up. The
other part is terrified. Gottschall eventually works up his nerve, and
starts training for a real cage fight. He's fighting not only as a personal
test but also to answer questions that have intrigued him for years: Why
do men fight? And why do so many seemingly decent people like to
watch?"--Amazon.com.
The Zoo with the Empty Cage - Steve Brezenoff 2009-08-15
Edward Garrison, known as "Egg," and his friends are on a school field
trip to the zoo, but when the endangered Island foxes are found to be
missing, they try to investigate what happened.
The Poisonwood Bible - Barbara Kingsolver 2008-09-04
'Breathtaking.' Sunday Times 'Exquisite.' The Times 'Beautiful.'
Independent 'Powerful.' New York Times An international bestseller and
a modern classic, this suspenseful epic of one family's tragic undoing and
their remarkable reconstruction has been read, adored and shared by
millions around the world. This story is told by the wife and four
daughters of Nathan Price, a fierce, evangelical Baptist who takes his
family and mission to the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them
everything they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all
of it - from garden seeds to Scripture - is calamitously transformed on
African soil. What readers are saying 'This remains one of the most
fascinating books I have ever read.' 'I felt every emotion under the sky
with this book.' 'Riveting.' 'This novel left a lasting - YEARS LASTING impression.' 'This is one of those booksthat stands the test of time and is
worth rereading.' 'Five epic, no-wonder-this-book-is-so-well-loved stars!'
The Wildcat's Claw (Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beasts, Book 6) Varian Johnson 2017-10-10
The four heroes of Erdas are fugitives on the run in this new chapter of
the New York Times bestselling series!
The One and Only Ivan - Katherine Applegate 2012-01-17
The #1 New York Times bestselling and Newbery Award-winning novel
The One and Only Ivan is now a major motion picture streaming on
Disney+ This unforgettable novel from renowned author Katherine
Applegate celebrates the transformative power of unexpected friendship.
Inspired by the true story of a captive gorilla known as Ivan, this
illustrated book is told from the point of view of Ivan himself. Having
spent twenty-seven years behind the glass walls of his enclosure in a
shopping mall, Ivan has grown accustomed to humans watching him. He
hardly ever thinks about his life in the jungle. Instead, Ivan occupies
himself with television, his friends Stella and Bob, and painting. But
when he meets Ruby, a baby elephant taken from the wild, he is forced to
see their home, and his art, through new eyes. In the tradition of timeless
stories like Charlotte's Web and Stuart Little, Katherine Applegate
blends humor and poignancy to create an unforgettable story of
friendship, art, and hope. The One and Only Ivan features first-person
narrative; author's use of literary devices (personification, imagery); and
story elements (plot, character development, perspective). This
acclaimed middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in
grades 5 to 8, for independent reading, homeschooling, and sharing in
the classroom. Plus don't miss The One and Only Bob, Katherine
Applegate's return to the world of Ivan, Bob, and Ruby!
Beyond Words - Carl Safina 2015-07-14
In a world where we usually measure animals by human standards, prizewinning author and MacArthur Fellow Carl Safina takes us inside their
lives and minds, witnessing their profound capacity for perception,
thought and emotion, showing why the word "it" is often inappropriate as
we discover who they really are. Weaving decades of observations of
actual families of free-living creatures with new discoveries about brain
functioning, Carl Safina's narrative breaches many commonly held
boundaries between humans and other animals. InBeyond Words,
readers travel the wilds of Africa to visit some of the last great elephant
gatherings, then follow wolves of Yellowstone National Park sort out the
aftermath of their personal tragedy, then plunge into the astonishingly
peaceful society of killer whales living in waters of the Pacific Northwest.
We spend quality time, too, with dogs and falcons and ravens; and
consider how the human mind originated. In his wise and passionate new
book, Safina delivers a graceful examination of how animals truly think
and feel, which calls to question what really does—and what
should—make us human.
City of Inmates - Kelly Lytle Hernández 2017-02-15
Los Angeles incarcerates more people than any other city in the United
they-cage-the-animals-at-night-the-true-story-of

States, which imprisons more people than any other nation on Earth.
This book explains how the City of Angels became the capital city of the
world's leading incarcerator. Marshaling more than two centuries of
evidence, historian Kelly Lytle Hernandez unmasks how histories of
native elimination, immigrant exclusion, and black disappearance drove
the rise of incarceration in Los Angeles. In this telling, which spans from
the Spanish colonial era to the outbreak of the 1965 Watts Rebellion,
Hernandez documents the persistent historical bond between the racial
fantasies of conquest, namely its settler colonial form, and the
eliminatory capacities of incarceration. But City of Inmates is also a
chronicle of resilience and rebellion, documenting how targeted peoples
and communities have always fought back. They busted out of jail, forced
Supreme Court rulings, advanced revolution across bars and borders,
and, as in the summer of 1965, set fire to the belly of the city. With these
acts those who fought the rise of incarceration in Los Angeles altered the
course of history in the city, the borderlands, and beyond. This book
recounts how the dynamics of conquest met deep reservoirs of rebellion
as Los Angeles became the City of Inmates, the nation's carceral core. It
is a story that is far from over.
Man in a Cage - James P. Alexander 1972
A zoo keeper recounts his problems with managing the zoo and its
animals, and describes the relationships between the zoo and the
community.
We the Animals - Justin Torres 2011-08-30
An award-winning novel in stories surrounding a young, half-white, halfPuerto Rican boy grappling with life, love, and identity as he comes of
age. In this groundbreaking debut, Justin Torres plunges us into the
chaotic heart of one family, the intense bonds of three brothers, and the
mythic effects of this fierce love on the people we must become. NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE “A tremendously gifted writer whose highly
personal voice should excite us in much the same way that Raymond
Carver’s or Jeffrey Eugenides’s voice did when we first heard it.”
—Washington Post “We the Animals is a dark jewel of a book. It’s
heartbreaking. It’s beautiful. It resembles no other book I’ve
read.”—Michael Cunningham “A miracle in concentrated pages, you are
going to read it again and again.”—Dorothy Allison “Rumbles with lyric
dynamite…Torres is a savage new talent.”—Benjamin Percy, Esquire “A
fiery ode to boyhood…A welterweight champ of a book.”—NPR, Weekend
Edition “A novel so honest, poetic, and tough that it makes you
reexamine what it means to love and to hurt.”—O, The Oprah Magazine
“The communal howl of three young brothers sustains this sprint of a
novel…A kind of incantation.”—The New Yorker
Hidden: Animals in the Anthropocene - Jo-Anne Mcarthur 2020-11-17
A collection of stunning images from some of the world's leading
photographers of animals in the human environment. HIDDEN: Animals
in the Anthropocene is an unflinching book of photography about our
conflict with non-human animals around the globe. Through the lenses of
thirty award-winning photojournalists, HIDDEN shines a light on the
invisible animals in our lives: those with whom we have a close
relationship and yet fail to see. The animals we eat and wear; the animals
we use for research, work, and for entertainment; the animals we
sacrifice in the name of tradition and religion. HIDDEN is a historical
document, a memorial, and an indictment of what is and should never
again be. Showcased by award-winning designer David Griffin, HIDDEN
represents the work of thirty photojournalists who have documented--and
continue to document--animal stories. Their exhaustive and in-depth
work has resulted in some of the most compelling and historic images of
animals ever seen. Among them are (in alphabetical order): Aaron
Gekoski, Aitor Garmendia, Amy Jones, Andrew Skowron, Britta
Jaschinski, Daniel Beltrá, Djurattsalliansen, Francesco Pistilli, Jan van
Ijken, Joan de la Malla, Jo-Anne McArthur, Jose Valle, Kelly Guerin, Kristo
Muurimaa, Konrad Lozinski, Louise Jorgensen, Luis Tato, Murdo
MacLeod, Paul Hilton, Sabine Grootendorst, Selene Magnolia, Stefano
Belacchi, Tamara Kenneally, and Timo Stammberger. "The
photojournalists featured in Hidden have entered some of the darkest,
most unsettling places in the world. The images they have captured are a
searing reminder of our unpardonable behavior towards animals and will
serve as beacons of change for years to come."--Joaquin Phoenix, actor "I
am, quite simply, in awe of these photographers. In a way, they are like
war photographers, except witness to a war that so many people choose
to suppress that exists. This takes enormous inner strength and bloodyminded determination, because they cannot save any of the animals that
they photograph; they can only hope that their photos will help
illuminate the mass extermination that unfolds every second of every day
across the planet. To me, they are heroes. Not just for one day, but over
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and over and over again."--Nick Brandt, photographer
Night - Elie Wiesel 2013-09-10
A New Translation From The French By Marion Wiesel Born in Sighet,
Transylvania, Elie Wiesel was a teenager when he and his family were
taken from their home in 1944 and deported to the Auschwitz
concentration camp, and then to Buchenwald. Night is the terrifying
record of Elie Wiesel's memories of the death of his family, the death of
his own innocence, and his despair as a deeply observant Jew
confronting the absolute evil of man. This new translation by his wife and
most frequent translator, Marion Wiesel, corrects important details and
presents the most accurate rendering in English of Elie Wiesel's seminal
work.
The Glass Castle - Jeannette Walls 2007-01-02
A triumphant tale of a young woman and her difficult childhood, The
Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir of resilience, redemption, and a
revelatory look into a family at once deeply dysfunctional and
wonderfully vibrant. Jeannette Walls was the second of four children
raised by anti-institutional parents in a household of extremes.
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals - National
Research Council 2011-01-27
A respected resource for decades, the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals has been updated by a committee of experts, taking
into consideration input from the scientific and laboratory animal
communities and the public at large. The Guide incorporates new
scientific information on common laboratory animals, including aquatic
species, and includes extensive references. It is organized around major
components of animal use: Key concepts of animal care and use. The
Guide sets the framework for the humane care and use of laboratory
animals. Animal care and use program. The Guide discusses the concept
of a broad Program of Animal Care and Use, including roles and
responsibilities of the Institutional Official, Attending Veterinarian and
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Animal environment,
husbandry, and management. A chapter on this topic is now divided into
sections on terrestrial and aquatic animals and provides
recommendations for housing and environment, husbandry, behavioral
and population management, and more. Veterinary care. The Guide
discusses veterinary care and the responsibilities of the Attending
Veterinarian. It includes recommendations on animal procurement and
transportation, preventive medicine (including animal biosecurity), and
clinical care and management. The Guide addresses distress and pain
recognition and relief, and issues surrounding euthanasia. Physical plant.
The Guide identifies design issues, providing construction guidelines for
functional areas; considerations such as drainage, vibration and noise
control, and environmental monitoring; and specialized facilities for
animal housing and research needs. The Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals provides a framework for the judgments required in
the management of animal facilities. This updated and expanded
resource of proven value will be important to scientists and researchers,
veterinarians, animal care personnel, facilities managers, institutional
administrators, policy makers involved in research issues, and animal
welfare advocates.
Zoo - James Patterson 2012-09-03
In James Patterson's pulse-racing New York Times bestseller, violent
animal attacks are destroying entire cities-and two unlikely heroes must
save the world before it's too late. All over the world, brutal attacks are
crippling entire cities. Jackson Oz, a young biologist, watches the
escalating events with an increasing sense of dread. When he witnesses
a coordinated lion ambush in Africa, the enormity of the violence to come
becomes terrifyingly clear. With the help of ecologist Chloe Tousignant,
Oz races to warn world leaders before it's too late. The attacks are
growing in ferocity, cunning, and planning, and soon there will be no
place left for humans to hide. For 36 years, James Patterson has written
unputdownable, pulse-racing novels-and Zoo is the thriller he was born
to write. With wildly inventive imagination and white-knuckle suspense
that rivals Stephen King at his very best, Zoo is an epic, non-stop thrillride from "one of the best of the best" (Time).
House Arrest - K.A. Holt 2015-10-06
Timothy is on probation. It's a strange word—something that happens to
other kids, to delinquents, not to kids like him. And yet, he is under
house arrest for the next year. He must check in weekly with a probation
officer and a therapist, and keep a journal for an entire year. And mostly,
he has to stay out of trouble. But when he must take drastic measures to
help his struggling family, staying out of trouble proves more difficult
than Timothy ever thought it would be. By turns touching and funny, and
always original, House Arrest is a middlegrade novel in verse about one
they-cage-the-animals-at-night-the-true-story-of

boy's path to redemption as he navigates life with a sick brother, a
grieving mother, and one tough probation officer.
MUTTS' Shelter Stories - Patrick McDonnell 2008-05
Pairs "Shelter Stories" comic strips with real-life testimonials of pet
owners who have rescued their pets from animal shelters, and includes
an authoritative adoption guide that encourages readers to adopt from
shelters.
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith 2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It
launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie
will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years
of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative
takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking
shows.
Love, Miracles, and Animal Healing - Allen M. Schoen 1995
Revealing natural and effective healing techniques and presenting the
case stories of seemingly hopeless animal patients, a celebrated vet
explains the spiritual potential of animals, how to stock a homeopathic
medicine chest, and more. 50,000 first printing. Tour.
They Cage the Animals at Night - Jennings Michael Burch 2017-07-11
The heartbreaking, iconic true story of an abandoned little boy’s horrific
journey through the American foster care system One misty evening,
Jennings Michael Burch’s mother, too sick to care for him, left her eightyear-old son at an orphanage with the words, “I’ll be right back.” She
wasn’t. Shuttled through a bleak series of foster homes, orphanages, and
institutions, Jennings never remained in any of them long enough to
make a friend. Instead, he clung to a tattered stuffed animal named
Doggie, his sole source of comfort in a frightening world. Here, in his
own words, Jennings Michael Burch reveals the abuse and neglect he
experienced during his lost childhood. But while his experiences are both
shocking and devastating, his story is ultimately one of hope—the
triumphant tale of a forgotten child who somehow found the courage to
reach out for love and found it waiting for him.
Other People's Pets - R.L. Maizes 2020-07-14
• 2021 Colorado Book Awards Winner • R.L. Maizes's Other People’s
Pets examines the gap between the families we’re born into and those we
create, and the danger that holding on to a troubled past may rob us of
the future. La La Fine relates to animals better than she does to other
people. Abandoned by a mother who never wanted a family, raised by a
locksmith-turned-thief father, La La looks to pets when it feels like the
rest of the world conspires against her. La La’s world stops being whole
when her mother, who never wanted a child, abandons her twice. First,
when La La falls through thin ice on a skating trip, and again when the
accusations of “unfit mother” feel too close to true. Left alone with her
father—a locksmith by trade, and a thief in reality—La La is denied a
regular life. She becomes her father’s accomplice, calming the watchdog
while he strips families of their most precious belongings. When her
father’s luck runs out and he is arrested for burglary, everything La La
has painstakingly built unravels. In her fourth year of veterinary school,
she is forced to drop out, leaving school to pay for her father’s legal fees
the only way she knows how—robbing homes once again. As an animal
empath, she rationalizes her theft by focusing on houses with pets whose
maladies only she can sense and caring for them before leaving with the
family’s valuables. The news reports a puzzled police force—searching
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for a thief who left behind medicine for the dog, water for the parrot, or
food for the hamster. Desperate to compensate for new and old losses, La
La continues to rob homes, but it’s a strategy that ultimately will fail her.
Evie and the Animals - Matt Haig 2019-06-06
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WHEN EVIE TALKS TO ANIMALS . . . THEY TALK BACK. Eleven-year-old
Evie has a talent: a supertalent. She can HEAR what animals are
thinking. She promises to keep it top secret, but then an evil pet-thief
strikes. Every animal in town is in danger and only by DARING TO BE
HERSELF can Evie save her furry and feathered friends.
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